such that (1) pu ^ 0, 1 ú i á », 1 £ j £ », matrix Pi such that
The issue is to show that if there exists such a Pi for each vector a, there exists a d.s. P2 independent of a such that P1=P2P3. Let fP be the collection of vectors with non-negative components. Requirement (1) is equivalent to the requirement (10) PP C P.
If e is the vector all of whose components are unity, then requirement (2) is equivalent to requirement (11) Pe = e, i.e., e is a characteristic vector of characteristic value unity. If ë is the element of E, the conjugate space of E, whose value at aEE is given by (ê, a) = 22>a>t then ê1 = {a| (è, a) =0} is the set of vectors aEE whose components add up to zero. Requirement (3) is equivalent to (12) P(êx) C êL.
Proof of conjecture. Suppose now P1a<P3a for each aEE. Consider a mapping \p: P3E-*P1E defined as follows: if bEP3E, for some aEE we have b = P3a, then let yp(b)=P1a. We first prove (i) that we have a valid definition, i.e., \p(b) is uniquely defined by the above and then we prove (ii) that i^: P3E->P1E is a linear transformation.
In order to prove (i) suppose that P3a' = P3a" = b. We wish to show that PW = Pla". If P3a'=P3a", then P3(a'-a") =0, the zero vector. Since Pl(a'-a") <P3(a'-a"), by (9) we deduce that Pl(a'-a") =0 and so Pla' = P1a". Thus we have shown that yp is uniquely defined. The linearity (ii) of \p is now trivial. If a is a real scalar and Pza = b, then P3aa = ab and \p(ab) = P1aa=aP1a=oep(b).
Also if P3a' -b' and P3a" = b", then P3(a'+a") =b'+b" and \p(b'+b") =Pl(a'+a") =Pla'+P1a" =\P(b') +yp(b").
Suppose P^E'P. Since P1a<P3a by (9) In particular P(êL r\ P3E) E ê1.
We can now extend \p to a function ^ on all of E by letting ^(b) = 0 for each bEEr\(P3E)', the complement of P3E, and ¥(b) =\p (b) for each bEPzE. Now ^ is a linear transformation satisfying the requirements ¥(<P) C P, *(e) = e, ^(ex) E êL.
Therefore we can represent >£ by a d.s. matrix P2. We now have Pla = P2P3a for each aEE and therefore P1=P2P3, thus establishing the conjecture.
It can readily be shown that if Pl<P3, then for each j=l, 2, ■ ■ -, « 11 13 3
(#lii #Sj> ' ' ' i Pnj) ■< (#lj, --" , Pni)-It would be interesting to establish the converse.
